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A Corrigendum on
Precision medicine: a new era for inner ear diseases

by Tavazzani E, Spaiardi P, Contini D, Sancini G, Russo G and Masetto S (2024). Front. Pharmacol.
15:1328460. doi: 10.3389/fphar.2024.1328460

In the published article, there was an error in the Funding statement. The CUP
numbers were missed. “The author(s) declare financial support was received for the
research, authorship, and/or publication of this article. The fee of this publication is
supported by the following grants: FIS. SPAIA.PRIN 2022; PRIN 2022 funded by the
European Union–Next-Generation EU, PRIN 20228AAJRL; PRIN 2022 funded by the
European Union–Next-Generation EU, 2023-ATEQC-0026—multifunctional nanocarriers
as advanced biomaterials for targeted and therapeutic RNA delivery [MixnMatch] financed
to: SP, MS, and SG respectively” and include original text. The correct Funding statement
appears below.

Funding

The author(s) declare that financial support was received for the research,
authorship, and/or publication of this article. The fee of this publication is
supported by the following grants: FIS. SPAIA.PRIN 2022; PRIN 2022 funded by
the European Union–Next-Generation EU, CUP F53D23006030001; PRIN
20228AAJRL; PRIN 2022 funded by the European Union–Next-Generation EU,
CUP F53D23005930006; 2023-ATEQC-0026—multifunctional nanocarriers as
advanced biomaterials for targeted and therapeutic RNA delivery [MixnMatch]
financed to: SP, MS, and SG respectively.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change
the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has
been updated.
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